LaunchPacks that include Pear Deck Activities

Pear Deck activities combine Launch Packs content with the power of Pear Deck’s student engagement platform. Britannica’s editors selected key Pack resources and paired them with interactive questions to help students engage with the topics and develop critical thinking skills. These activities are designed as Google Slide decks.

The following grades 6-8 Launch Packs include Pear Deck activities:

- Abolitionist Authors → Benjamin Franklin
- African American Suffrage → Early Civilizations of China: Achievements
- Alexander Hamilton → Early Civilizations of India: Achievements
- Ancient Egypt: Achievements → Frederick Douglass
- Ancient Egypt: Government and Society → George Washington
- Ancient Egypt: Origins and Geography → Harriet Tubman
- Ancient Greece: Government → Historical Perspectives of the 1800s: Native Americans
- Ancient Greece: Origins and Geography → Historical Perspectives of the 1800s: Slaves
- Ancient Greece: Religion and Mythology → Human Origins
- Ancient Greece: Sports → Inca: Achievements
- Ancient Mesopotamia: Achievements → Independence in Latin America
- Ancient Rome: Government → James Madison
- Ancient Rome: Religion and Mythology → Japanese American Internment
- Asia → Leonardo da Vinci
- Australia → Lewis and Clark
- Aztec: Origins and Geography → Maya: Achievements
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